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Personal Wealth Creation Strategy:
Blueprint to Fast Track Success

— Centerprising Journey  —
Live Guided Experiences Online 
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How do you achieve success as a young 
wealth creator? 

This journey introduces the 3 broad 
wealth creation approaches—
intrapreneurship, entrepreneurship, and 
portfolio investor. 

We help young wealth creators determine 
which approach best fits their personality. 
Guide them to develop  concrete wealth 
creation goals. And help them gain clarity 
in their career trajectory. 

Personal Wealth Creation Strategy:
Blueprint to Fast Track Success

US$ 3,800 per participant for 6-week journey with weekly dialogue 

US$ 4,800 for 12-week journey with dialogue every other week

6 or 12-week expert-guided journey online

— JOURNEY DESCRIPTION   —
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What is the journey experience?Who is this journey for?

• Late Teens who want to 
discover your interests and 
passions, plus create a 
testing ground for wealth 
creation opportunities.

• Young Adults who have 
opportunities to pursue 
different avenues and want 
to see which path can fast 
track your wealth creation 
success.

Our philosophy is to provide bite size, guided, 
practical learning in a directed way that leads to 
developing concrete, implementable action plans.

Initial articulation of goals. At launch, we hold a 1-
on-1 session with you to help you articulate your 
challenges and turn them into a list of solvable, 
prioritized problems. You select one problem to 
address. Then focus on developing an action plan for 
that problem thru the journey. 

Insights into personal wealth creation. We send you 
weekly learning materials. They provide frameworks 
and case samples to direct your data gathering, 
analysis, and action plan design. We hold weekly 1-
hour dialogues in small groups to review learning 
highlights, discuss your reflections, guide your action
planning, and for the group to share experiences.*

Customized creation of personal action plans. At the 
end of the journey, we hold a 1-on-1 session with 
you to polish your action plan and ensure that it can 
help you achieve concrete goals.

* We would answer any questions on learning materials and provide 
feedback on self-reflections + action plans in between dialogues



WEEK 01

Introduction to Wealth Creation

Curriculum for Journey

a. Wealth creation is financial, in nature, but it 
can be so much more

b. It can be attaining skills, developing 
intellectual capital, and/or contributing to 
the community. They all have financial value

c. Articulate your wealth creation goal

Start your voyage as a wealth creator

a. The wealth creator mindset involves 
creating value from your interests + skills 

b. Wealth creators can be investors, 
entrepreneurs, or innovator within the 
family enterprise

Identify gaps in personal balance sheet

Road map to cultivate resources you need

Deploy your plan

WEEK 02

WEEK 04

WEEK 05

WEEK 06
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Personal Wealth Creation Strategy: Blueprint to Fast Track Success

a. Family, education, friends, network are all 
resources available to nurture your wealth 
creation journey

b. Itemize your resources in a personal 
balance sheet

Take an inventory of resources
WEEK 03

a. Your personal balance sheet compose of 
your interests, talents, skills, hobbies as 
well as family, network, and mentors

b. Identify resource gaps to cultivate in order 
to achieve your wealth creation goals

a. Learn how to fill the gaps in your personal 
balance sheet to achieve your goals

b. Create a plan to fill in the needed skills + 
experience and develop the needed 
network of collaborators or investors

a. Develop your wealth creation plan and a 
feasible timeline for deployment

b. Learn how to make adjustments and 
course corrections

Note: Depending on the interest of your cohort, topics can be customized to meet your most pressing needs.
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THE BEGINNING OF A 
REMARKABLE JOURNEY

❖ Kobe Bryant becomes a 
professional basketball 
player at age 18

❖ Bryant perfected his craft 
as a pre-eminent 
basketball player

Sample Case for 
Personal Wealth Creation Strategy: Blueprint to Fast Track Success

ENDORSEMENTS AND TRADITIONAL 
PRO ATHLETE BUSINESS MODEL

❖ Kobe’s endorsements increased 
over time with more 
championship titles

❖ At the height of his career, Kobe 
realized the social significance of 
his brand and persona

LIFE AFTER BASKETBALL:
PHILANTHROPY AND VENTURE CAPITAL

❖ Kobe started planning for his post 
NBA future. He created brain trusts 
to think about strategic issues

❖ Kobe defined his philanthropy and 
his business life as one of 
continued impact 

How did Kobe combine his drive for excellence in every facet

to achieve Wealth Creation along the Four Capitals?



❖ If you are interested in registering 

for this journey, please visit our 

website at 

www.centerprising.io

❖ Journeys start monthly

❖ Journey Fees Per Participant: 

❖ For inquiry, please click on the 

button below or send us an email:

ProgramDirector@Centerprising.io
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How to join:

INFO REQUEST

• US$ 3,800 for 6-week journey with 
weekly dialogue 

• US$ 4,800 for 12-week journey with 
dialogue every other week

http://www.centerprising.io/
https://us19.list-manage.com/survey?u=d09076d2305abe21f95df3036&id=9c2ece9de8

